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Abstract
A microRNA alteration discovered in clinical patients has largely studied in tumor diseases. Now many profiles of microRNAs alterations have been uncovered to associate with tumor disease and tumorigenesis, and thus the profiles of the
miRNA alteration are called as “OncomiR”. Clinically, detecting miRNA profiles from patients has been increasingly applied to predict prognosis and monitor clinical response to treat tumor diseases, classify tumor diseases and study utilizing
miRNA profiles to perform RNA therapy for tumor disease and tumorigenesis. The manual aims focus on patient diagnosis, treatment and prognosis prediction by the oncomiR performance and analysis. In order to make clinical physicians
easy to understand a practicable procedure for the oncomiR application, the contents include clinical sampling for miRNA
performance, clinical miRNA detection with their analyses and clinical employment including prediction of prognosis of
tumor disease and prediction of response to chemotherapy, diagnosis of tumor classification from miRNA biomarkers and
RNA therapy from the miRNA analysis. In final part, I will present challenges and future development based on the clinical
“oncomiR”.

Keywords: Clinical Sampling; cfmiRNA; Exosome; OncomiR (oncomiRs); miRNA; siRNA; Tumor Prediction; Tumor
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Introduction
A microRNA (miRNA) with 22 nucleotides non-coding RNA
exists in the intracellular and extracellular parts such as circulating
blood, body fluids and clinical cell culture media from human
samples [1]. The miRNAs can play an inhibiting function via basepairing complementary sequences of message-RNA (mRNA) to
silence these genes by cleavage and repression mechanism, and
therefore miRNAs are similar as small interfering RNAs (siRNA)
by RNA interfering genes (RNAi). MiRNA come from regions
of RNA transcripts with a forming short hairpin while siRNAs
come from longer regions of double-strands. Because miRNAs
only target mRNAs 6–8 nucleotides, combinatorial regulation is
a special feature of miRNA, for example, a miRNA can target
hundreds of different mRNA targets or a gene can be targeted
by multiple miRNAs while a siRNA bind perfectly the genes of
humans so that a siRNA can inhibit a gene completely [2].
Following miRNA investigation, we have understood that
miRNA is transcribed from sequences either from non-coding
RNA or from coding genes [3]. Briefly as demonstrated in Figure-

1A, after miRNA genes are transcribed by RNA polymerase II
from the sequences, the transcripts will become hairpin loop,
called as pri-miRNA. The resulting transcript is capped with a
specially modified nucleotide at the 5’ end and a poly-A tail
within 80 nucleotide RNA stem-loop. The double-stranded
RNA (dsRNA) of the hairpins in a pri-miRNA is recognized by
DGCR8 (nuclear protein, Digeorge Syndrome Critical region
8) which liberate the hairpin with stem called as a pre-miRNA
(precursor-miRNA). Pre-miRNA hairpins are exported from
the nucleus into cytoplasm by exportin-5 based on GTP energy
support. Finally, the pre-miRNA hairpin (as shown Figure-1B)
cleaved by the RNase III enzyme named as Dicer form a miRNAmiRNA duplex of 22 nucleotides. One strand of duplex results
in miRNA-mRNA duplex to target mRNA by the formation of
RNA-induced silencing complex (RISC) [4].
In experimental study, miRNAs has been confirmed to target
binding sites related to functions from tumor cells [5]. Chronic
lymphocytic leukemia (CLL) is first disease to be discovered
to relate with miRNA alteration [6]. The first miRNA mimic
therapy entered the clinic for cancer therapy in 2013 [7]. After
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Figure 1A. miRNA metabolism. Synthesis until miRNA-mRNA complex formation.
Figure 1B. miRNA function mechanism. MiRNA stem with a loop and mature miRNAs is shown in red.
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several years’ efforts, so many miRNAs have been uncovered to
associate with tumor disease and tumorigenesis that now we call
the miRNA profiles related with tumor diseases as “OncomiR, (or
called as Oncomir)” [8]. Now, physicians and clinical scientists are
going to study how to perform clinical sample to assay miRNA
alterations, how to process miRNA detection for clinical miRNA
analysis and diagnosis, how to use the miRNA profile to A: predict
prognosis and monitor clinical response to treat tumor diseases;
B: classify tumor diseases from miRNA biomarkers and C: apply
for therapeutic purpose for tumor disease and tumorigenesis.
In order to clearly present clinical analysis and diagnosis from
OncomiR files, here, I will conclude as shown at Figure-2 (A)
clinical sampling for miRNA performance; (B) clinical miRNA
detection with their analyses; (C) clinical application such as
prediction of prognosis, diagnosis and therapy from the miRNA
analysis; (D) in conclusion section, I will discuss challenges and
future development of therapeutic targeting based on the clinical
“oncomiR”.

Clinical Sampling
As discussed above, miRNA profile changes have been
increasingly discovered to relate with tumorigenesis and tumor
diseases. MiRNA profiles of specific genes or miRNA patterns
of groups were found to be mainly associated with predictors of
tumor prognosis and those of responses to chemotherapy. Some
miRNAs also can be used for tumor classification according to
miRNA biomarkers. Furthermore, some miRNAs are going to
be used for clinical trial of miRNA treatment. In order to achieve
accurate miRNA profile for the different application of clinical
patients, here I first conclude different sampling methods for
miRNA detection including non-tumor tissue sampling and
tumor tissue sampling.
Non-tumor tissues sampling
Non-tumor tissue processes for oncomiR analysis include body
liquid specimens, cell free circulating miRNAs (cfmiRNAs),
circulating tumor cell (CTC) and exosome. Non-tumor tissue
processes are some very “popular” techniques for clinical
scientists for downstream genomic performance, such as
oncomiR performance.

Body liquid sampling: In the early 2010, a report demonstrated

oncomiR profiles from 12 body fluids, such as urine, sputum,
mammary aspiration fluids, saliva and tears. Since then body
fluidsused for miRNA detection have been increasingly reported
[9]. Up to date, commercial products from several companies
have largely reported to use them for miRNA performance [10].

Cell free circulating miRNA (cfmiRNA): Cell free circulating

miRNAs (cfmiRNAs) are relative feasible biomarkers for tumor
patients, which have been confirmed [11]. Now a lot of clinical
evidences have demonstrated that cfmiRNAs are greatly related
with tumor prognosis according to miRNA tumor biomarkers.
For example, specific cfmiRNA profiles were discovered as
prognosis predictor for patients’ survival and helicobacter pylori
(HP) infection in esophageal adenocarcinoma. The research data
classified 1075 miRNAs from 30 suffered patients and 30 healthy
controls and finally uncover a combined cfmiRNA (low miR-3935
and high miR-4286) to relate with high-risk death (if it had >10fold increased) [12]. Up to date, at least three company’s products
(miRNeasy kit from Qiagen, miRVana PARIS kit from Ambion
and total RNA isolation kit from Norgen Biotek) are often
used for clinical cfmiRNA performance. The concentration of
cfmiRNA is harvested 48.8 pg/μL from Qiagen kit, 29.3 pg/μL
from Ambion kit and 11.7 pg/μL from Norgen kit. All the three
products can be utilized for 200 ul serum with downstream PCR
and miRNA-microarray although most of cfmiRNA products
still require 2-4 ml blood serum and plasma for cfmiRNA process
[13].

Exosome for miRNA: Exosomes are particles with 30-200
nanometer in diameter, which are isolated from almost all body
liquids including serum, plasma, saliva, urine and so on [14].
Exosomes have shown that particles contain protein, lipid,
DNA, mRNA and miRNA from tumor cells. Experimental
studies have demonstrated that tumor cells exosomes involve in
tumor cells growth, metastasis, decrease of immune response
and enhancement of angiogenesis, because exosome can shed,
a positive release, tens of thousands of vesicles from forms of
multivesicular bodies (MVB) and direct budding at the plasma
membrane, resulting in hundreds of billions of vesicles from
tumor cells into plasma [15]. Clinically, at present, exosome
mRNAs and miRNA (ex-miRNA) begin to be used to study
global profiling of the mRNA/miRNA performance. Excitingly,
a novel method of nanoscale fluorescence activated cell sorting
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Figure 2. Clinical oncomiR and oncomiR analysis. Process from sampling performance, miRNA detection and application.
Yellow color means miRNA prediction which will be discussed in details in the manual.
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(nanoFACS) has demonstrated a pure exosome isolation from
fluids biopsy samples [16]. Now several companies are developing
some products for exosome harvests, and thus ex-miRNA is easy
to be applied for prediction, diagnosis and treatment of tumor
diseases.

Circulating tumor cells (CTCs): CTCs are cells shed into the
circulation from a primary tumor location into distant organs from
metastasis. Tumor cells of breast, prostate, lung, and colorectal
cancer patients have been increasingly detected in circulation
blood. We have been working in enriching clinical tumor cells
from tumor patients and rare cells from genetic patients more
than 20 years. Clinical evidence indicates that patients with
metastatic lesions are more likely to have CTCs up to 1-10 CTCs
in 1ml whole blood [17]. Isolating CTCs from around 10 ml blood
are fundamental performance including gradient centrifuge,
negative selection (CD45)/positive selection (CD326) called as
enrichment-CTC [18].
Tumor cell sampling from tumor tissue
Tumor tissue sampling includes clinical sampling in vitro; clinical
sampling ex vivo and tissue level sampling with downstream
analyses in silico for oncomiR analysis.

Clinical sampling in vitro: Clinical sampling in vitro for tumor-

cells isolation consists of laser-captured micro-dissection (LCM),
magnetic cell separation (MACS) and flow-cytometric cell
sorting (FACS) with downstream oncomiR analyses. LCM have
very obvious advantages such as tumor cells morphology with
their arrangement in tumor tissue on glass slides so that LCMs
can enable us to select tumor-cells in vivo environment. Their
combined Ab-based staining (IHC/ICC) and DNA/RNA based
staining further increase the cell specificity from their biomarkers.
MACS technique of clinical sampling in vitro is often used to
sort cancer stem cells (CSC) and circulating tumor cells by cellsurface biomarkers such as CD133/CD34 for CSCs and EpCAM
(CD326) for CTCs. MACS also support multi-step-labelling Abs,
negatively and positively, to selectively harvest tumor cells and
CTC which can increase its collection purity for a given tumor
cells or CTC. FACS can isolate tumor cells or CSCs by a specific
biomarker on the tumor cell surface which is as similar as MACS
and intracellular biomarkers which is different from MACS
technique. At present, multi-coloured FACS can one-step collect
tumor cells and CTC by combined biomarkers from intracellular
and extracellular parts [19].

Clinical sampling ex vivo: Clinical sampling ex vivo for oncomiR
analyses includes CSC or primary cancer cell culture with
downstream miRNA analyses. Since 1994 we have reported 50
cases of primary tumor-cell culture for drug sensitivity assay,
now we have routinely used the techniques to increase primary
cell number with downstream clinical genomic analyses and drug
screening [20].
Tissue level sampling with downstream clinical oncomiR
analyses in silico: In clinics, most specimens are directly frozen

in liquid nitrogen from tumor removal. If the specimens are
performed by oncomiR analysis at the tissue level, tumor tissues
with downstream clinical oncomiR analyses in silico is a very
important because the oncomiR data are mixed with different
cells profiles from mixed cells at the tumor tissue [21].
After we understand clinical sampling process for miRNA
performance, we need to determine which way is best to select
patient samplings. If tumor samples are available such as surgically
removal or biopsy, tumor cells sampling is first desirable. Because
tumors are highly heterogeneous in tumor tissue, personalized
medicine require specific and effective treatment. If physician
need longitudinally monitor molecular change or clinicians need
screen miRNA change for prediction of tumor and possible
predictors for chemotherapy responses, liquid biopsy is a valuable
choice because it is easily accessible and minimally invasive to
determine effects [22].

Clinical MiRNA Detection with their Analyses
MiRNA detection methods for clinical specimens have been
quickly developed by various technical arising. Due to miRNAs
degrade more easily than mRNAs based on their length and
RNase existence everywhere, previously, a great barrier of
miRNA detection was an instability of miRNA. Now fresh
specimens are immediately cooled with downstream performance
under RNases-free condition and equipment, the miRNA degrade
is obviously decreased by the new protocol. Here I present the
methods as below which are often used in clinical laboratory.
MiRNA qPCR assays
The miRNA qPCR assay has some special features including
accurate quantification, higher sensitivity and relative inexpensive
cost. They are often used for validating novel miRNAs if relatively
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small number of samples need to be assayed. Because the length
of a miRNA is only 22 bp, two-step PCR processes consist of a
modified rtPCR and a quantitative PCR as Figure-3A. The first
step is to make the molecule longer by either incorporating a poly
(A) tail or stem-loop structure while the second performance is
initiated with an miRNA-specific primer and a stem-loop/poly
(A) primer by SYBR® Green or a TaqMan® probe to detect the
amplified product. In order to set up clinical performance, most
of clinical laboratories use company products to process the both
steps (modified and amplified) such as from Ambion or from
Thermo-Scientific Inc or other companies [23].
Multiplex miRNA profiling
Multiplex miRNA profiling is based on firefly particle technology
to detect miRNAs. Detecting mechanism is to use some selected
probes against target miRNAs in hydrogel particles. If some
unknown miRNAs bind to these probes, the probes ligated to
adaptor sequences can be detected as Figure-3B. An advantage is
to run one set with multiple miRNAs and with a lot of samples
without the labor intensive workflow such as miRNA extract.
Moreover, data analysis is very simple so that most laboratories can
perform the simple bioinformatics analysis. This technology can
be used for both crude biofluids and miRNA samples. Currently,
Abcam can support products to detect 10 μl of plasma/serum or
100 pg purified RNA by multiplex miRNA profile [24].
MiRNA Arrays
MiRNA arrays are to use thousands of probes with fluorescently
labeled RNA samples on slides by photolithography to discover a

potentially parallel change for all known miRNAs. We have used
Exiqon with 1921 human miRNA to detect multiple miRNA
targets (unpublished data) as Figure-3C. Although bioinformatics
analysis can uncover a lot of putative miRNAs, the results still
require experimental validation from these results of the miRNA
arrays. Currently, several protocols and analysis tools are available
for miRNA array performance. More important, because miRNA
will involve in mRNA expression and because miRNA profile
will be co-existed in mRNA microarray, the databases can be
used to pair mRNA/miRNA-data that predict miRNA-mRNA
targets based on their base sequence so that miRNAs of targets
have been detected for integration mRNA/miRNA-expression
information [25].
RNA-seq
MiRNA-seq is high-throughput capability based on nextgeneration sequencing (NGS) platforms as Figure-3D. The most
of clinical laboratories apply for TruSeq kits from Illumina Inc.
by adding sequencing adapters to perform an RNA library and
then isolate miRNAs by size of small RNA products. MiRNAseq is an ideal method but it cannot be quantified miRNA levels
as qPCR and multiplex miRNA panel. Furthermore, miRNA-seq
can discover new miRNAs and their isoforms although it need a
bioinformatics platform to support [26].
After we comprehend clinical miRNA detection for oncomiR
process, clinical scientists require to choose miRNA detection
methods including downstream analysis. The selection is relied on
clinical purpose and miRNA sample size. For example, if miRNA
assayed as one or few with very few miRNAs samples require

Figure 3. Clinical oncomiR technique. All technologies to detect miRNA are classified: A. qPCR which have successfully
employed in clinical fields; B. miRNA panel measurement at an oncomiR panel level based on tumor related disease; C.
Micro array have been successfully used in both research and clinical fields for global measures; D. miRNA-seq is often applied to screen miRNA profiles but they require an equipment and bioinformatics support.
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further confirmation, qPCR assay is first option while Firefly
particle technology is more suitable for multiplex miRNA panel
with relatively large number of samples. MiRNA-seq or miRNAarray will be very good candidates for scientists to screen new
miRNA alteration. Finally, miRNA profiles performance also
should be considered their downstream analysis such as skilled
bioinformatics scientists and available tools.
MiRNA Target Prediction Tool for Further Analysis
After we harvested a miRNA profile from miRNA array or
miRNA-seq or multiplex miRNA profiles, theoretically, these
miRNA profiles require a powerful high-throughput tool to study
a regulation by miRNA-mRNA regulation or miRNA-pathway
from the miRNA profiles [27]. Clinically, understanding the tools
related tumor disease can be applied to the analysis of miRNA
data resulting in a further application for tumor diseases. Although
so many software tools have been developed, here I just introduce
the software tools which can be often used for miRNA analysis
for tumor diseases as Table 1.

Clinical Application
In early periods, scientists mainly focused on study of miRNAbased cancer biology such as controlling expression of their
target mRNAs for tumor growth, invasion and angiogenesis in
clinical fields. After several years’ efforts, miRNA profiles have
been increasingly utilized for clinical patients such as predict
tumor prognosis and monitor response of chemotherapy and
RNA therapy.
Prediction of Prognosis/Drug Responses to Chemotherapy
After tremendous studies of the miRNAs alterations related to
tumor disease, oncomiR profiles has given physicians a great
support to predict prognosis/progress of tumor disease and drug
responses for different therapies. Now, although gene expression
level of mRNA and protein still play a key role in personalized
medicine, personalized medicine requires more personal
information to support the new fields including miRNA change,
SNP-based GWAS and methylation-based epigenetics alterations.
For example, miRNAs may contribute much more message

forprediction of prognostic indicators than those of mRNAs.
The foremost, miRNA profiles will give clinicians more reliable
information because miRNA degradation have been resolved.

Predictor of prognosis: According to recent clinical assays,

several miRNAs increase and decrease have been demonstrated
in some special tumors [28]. For examples, up-expressed miR210 are related with poor survival from breast cancer patients;
up-expressed miR-18a, miR-200 and miR-31 are also associated
with poor prognosis from colorectal cancer while downregulated
miR-155 and let-7 are related with poor survival from lung tumor
[29]. All relationship between up- and down-regulation are shown
at Table-2. Recently, clinical assays demonstrated that miR21 enhanced (oncogenic miRNA) and let-7 (onco-suppressor
miRNA) decreased in tumor diseases are the most miRNAs
biomarkers for miRNAs alterations. The oncogenic miR-21 is
overexpressed in many tumor diseases, including hepatocellular
carcinoma, lung cancer, stomach cancer, colorectal cancer, breast
cancer, prostate cancer, and glioblastoma as well [30].

Predictor of responses for chemotherapy: MiRNA may be is
a good predictor to monitor response of chemotherapy although
all profiles are still in the study. Recent studies have confirmed
that some miRNAs can guide therapy decisions. For instances,
after a successful investigation for miR-34 modulators in Wnt and
TGF pathway, miR-34a inducing-apoptosis and inhibiting-cell
proliferation have been discovered by clinical data. Higher miR-34
regulation is effective indicator for clinically effective therapeutics
[31]. Moreover, let-7 family of miRNAs also are important
regulatory molecules in lung cancer, esophageal cancer and colon
cancer. KRAS is an important oncogene in the etiology in lung
adenocarcinoma, esophageal cancer and colon cancer, which was
discovered by downstream target of let-7. Clinically, the data have
supported that let-7-LCS6 polymorphism can predict the efficacy
of anti-EGFR-based therapy in patients with metastatic colorectal
cancer [32]. Another example of altered target sites is miR-191 in
the 30UTR of MDM4 by the presence of SNP34091, which show
to affect chemo-sensitivity in ovarian cancer. In chronic myeloid
leukemia (CML) with the BCR-ABL rearrangement, miR-451 can
interfere imatinib treatment (selective BCR-ABL inhibitor) after
miR-451 levels were confirmed to inversely correlate with BCRABL levels [33]. All current miRNA predictor of responses to

Table 1. Popular Tools for MicroRNA Analysis of Human Tumor Diseases.
Tools
DIANA MicroT Analyzer
MicroInspector
miRanda
PicTar
RNA22
RNAhybrid
TargetScan: Prediction of
microRNA targets

Functions

linkers
http://diana.imis.athena-innovation.gr/DianaTools/
prediction of MicroRNA targets
index.php?r=microT_CDS/index
http://bioinfo1.uni-plovdiv.bg/cgi-bin/microinspecmicroRNA binding sites
tor/
genome
http://www.microrna.org/microrna/home.do
3′ UTR alignments with predicted
http://pictar.mdc-berlin.de/cgi-bin/PicTar_vertesites, links to various public databases
brate.cgi
RNA/RNA complexes
https://cm.jefferson.edu/rna22/Interactive/
microRNA target domain prediction https://bibiserv.cebitec.uni-bielefeld.de/rnahybrid/
3’UTR targets

http://www.targetscan.org/vert_71/
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Table-2. MicroRNA Biomarkers for Prognosis.
No.
1

Cancer type
Breast cancer

2

Colorectal cancer

3
4
5

Diffuse large B-cell lymphoma
Gastric cancer
Head and neck cancers

6

Lung cancer

7

Squamous cell lung cancer

8

Non small-cell lung cancer

9

Melanoma

10

Ovarian carcinoma

11
12

Pancreatic cancer
Prostate carcinoma

miRNA
miR-210
miR-18a
miR-31
miR-200
miR-155
miR-214 and miR-433
miR-205
miR-155
let-7
miR-146b
miR-21
miR-181a
miR-15b
miR-200
miR-200
miR-196a-2
miR-96

Associated characteristics
Upregulation, poor survival
Upregulation, poor prognosis
Upregulation, in advanced cancers
Upregulation, poor prognosis
Upregulation, longer relapse-free survival
Upregulation, poor survival
Downregulation, poor survival
Downregulation, poor survival
Downregulation, poor survival
Upregulation, poor survival
Upregulation, poor prognosis
Upregulation, good survival
Upregulation, poor survival and recurrence
Downregulation, poor survival
Upregulation, poor prognosis
Upregulation, poor survival
Upregulation, cancer recurrence

Table 3. Drug Response Biomarkers.
No.
1

MiRNA type
miR-34

2

let-7

Gene Regulation
Wnt- and TGF-induced intracellular signaling cascades
KRAS 3’ UTR called as LCS6

3

let-7

KRAS 3’ UTR called as LCS7

4

let-7

KRAS 3’ UTR called as LCS8

5

miR-191

6

miR-451

DAPK1 expression in TNF-α
induced cell death
Inversely correlate with BCRABL levels

chemotherapy and molecular therapy are listed in Table 3.
Diagnosis for Tumor Classification and Biomarkers
MiRNA expression level have been increasingly used for a signature
of the tumorigenesis, tumor classification and subtype. An accurate
result of miRNA expression level supports tumor classification
and subtype based on gene translocation/rearrangement and cell
origin. For example, acute myeloid leukemia (AML) have at least
three types of translocation and MLL rearrangement [t(15;17),
t(8;21) and t(11q23)/MLL rearrangement]. Accordingly, three
parallel miRNA alterations will be demonstrated in these kinds of
genes’ translocation and rearrangement as Table-4 [34]. In breast
cancer there are three types of cell origins such as epithelial origin
(luminal), basal-like (myoepithelial origin) and human epidermal
growth factor receptor 2 (HER2). MiRNAs can classify breast
cancer according to tumorigenesis and receptors of breast
cancer [35]. MiRNAs profiles also define prostate cancer subtype
based on cell origin such as CD44 source, CD133 source, α2/
β1 protein and side population [36]. Because miRNA largely
exist in body liquid such as sera, plasma and other bod liquid, the
detection of miRNAs may be can partially substitute mRNA/
protein detection for diagnosis, prognosis assessment and cancer

Associated Characteristics
Higher miR-34 increase sensitivity
to therapy
Higher Let-7 increased sensitivity
for chemotherapy
Higher Let-7 increased sensitivity
to cisplatin
Higher Let-7 increased sensitivity
to Cetuximab
Higher miR-191 increase sensitivity
for chemotherapy
Higher miR-451 decrease imatinib
treatment

Tumor
Liver cancer
Lung cancer
Esophegeal cancer
metastatic colorectal
cancer
ovarian cancer
CML

progression prediction. Excitingly, after cfmiRNA and exome are
screened in different cancer types shown in Table 2, Table 3 and
Table 4, detection of the miRNAs from patients’ blood should be
greatly developed because non-invasive method will be easy to be
accepted by patients and physicians.
MiRNA Treatment and Clinical Trials
As discussed above, every miRNA has multiple target sites in
different genes while mRNAs have few conserved bindingsequences that are predicted to interact with miRNAs. Based
on the miRNA mechanism, miRNA-based therapeutics have a
very obvious advantage such as miRNAs as therapeutic agents
to target multiple genes in networks. Of course, one miRNA
targeting multiple genes also can cause more toxic side-effects
due to multiple targets in a network system. A challenge is how
to use, effectively and specifically, delivery system for miRNA
therapeutics purpose. Effective miRNA delivery system is relied on
miRNA stability in circulation system because unmodified RNAs
will be quickly cleared from circulating blood within 30 minutes.
Now chemically modified oligonucleotides have been largely
used for the miRNA stability such as locked nucleic acid (LNA)
oligonucleotides, phosphorothioate containing oligonucleotides,
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Table 4. MicroRNA Biomarkers for Diagnosis.
No.
1

2

3

Diseases

Biomarkers
subtype
miR-126 and miR-126
t(15;17)
miR-224, miR-368, miR-382
t(8;21)
AML
miR-17-5p, miR-20a, miR-224, miR-368, miR-382, miR-126 and
t(11q23)/MLL
miR-126
rearrangement
up-miR-1282, miR-224-5P, miR-342-5p, miR-432-3p, miR-524-3p,
TNBC
miR-9-5p and down-miR-190b, miR-342-3P, miR-375, miR-671-3p
up-miR-1282, miR-224-5P, miR-27a, miR-375, miR-524-3p, miR-671Breast cancer
HER2
3p and down-miR-190b, miR-342-3P, miR-376a-5p
up-190b, miR-27a, miR-342-3p/5p, miR-375, miR-524-3p and downLum
miR-1282, miR-224-5P, miR-432-3p, miR-671-3p, miR-9-5p
up-miR-19a, miR-301, miR-452 and down-miR-34a, let-7b, miRCD44 + CD133
106a, miR-141, let-7f, miR-335, miR-340, miR-365, miR-92
up-miR-301, miR-452 and down-down-miR-34a, let-7b, miR-106a,
miR-141, let-7e, miR-183, miR-203, miR-218, miR-342, miR-378,
CD44 + α2/β1
miR-422a/b
Prostate Cancer
up-miR-301, miR-452 and down-down-miR-34a, let-7b, miR-106a,
CD44_CD133 + α2/β1
miR-141
CD44_CD133 + α2/β1
up-miR-452 and down-miR-34a
+ side population

2’–O-methyl-(2’–O-Me) or 2’–O-methoxyethyl-oligonucleotides
(2’–O-MOE), peptide nucleic acids (PNA), fluorine derivatives
(FANA and 2’-F). MiRNA specificity deliver is based on accurate
delivery of miRNAs [37]. Currently, most delivery of miRNAs
are not specific to tissue such as cholesterol moiety, liposomenanoparticles and polycationic liposome-hyaluronic acid
(LPH) nanoparticles. Other non-specific delivery systems are
polyethylenimine (PEI)-based systems, dendrimers, poly (lactideco-glycolide) (PLGA) particles, protamine, atelocollagen and
silica-based nanoparticles [38]. Although non-specific delivery
system is going to study, some specific tissues delivery systems are
going to be developed by either binding tumor-specific ligands to
RNA-containing-particle by using HER-2 and CD44 or tissuespecific expression for some specific tissue or cells [39].

into clinics during last several years, several questions still should
be addressed. Here the four issues listed below should be resolved
in the next periods:

Theoretically, miRNA treatment consist of miRNA inhibition
therapy for oncogenic miRNA (called as oncogenic miRNA)
when it is highly expression and miRNA replacement therapy
(named as mimic-miRNA) for tumor suppressor miRNA in
which the miRNA is repressed. MiR-122 has been demonstrated
for the replication of hepatitis C virus (HCV) by binding of miR122 to the 5′ noncoding region of the HCV genome in liver cells.
Anti-miR-122 is the first miRNA-based treatment for hepatitis C
virus in patients. Now the candidates of miRNAs include miR-21
and miR-155 (oncogene) and miRNA-29 family (miR-29a, miR29b, and miR-29c), miR-29 family and miR-10b (antagomiRs).
On the other hands, tumor suppressor miRNAs for mimic
replacement therapy such as let-7 and miR-34 have increasingly
reported in animal model. Encouragingly, a liposomal miR-34
mimic replacement therapy, called as MRX34, is investigated for
human tumor disease by Mirna Therapeutics Inc [40].

Recent development of cancer research has enabled scientists to
use different oncomiR profiles for clinical application. If we use
the data for clinical diagnosis and treatment of patients, we need
to further confirm the oncomiR data.

Conclusion

OncomiR Profiles Demand to Develop Other Options

MiRNA assay is a new clinical tool to detect miRNA alterations,
which can be used for monitor prognosis of tumor disease,
predict responses for different therapies and future RNA therapy.
Although detecting oncomiR profiles has been quickly developed

After oncomiR profiles are discovered, miRNAs profiles,
currently, have been only used for tumor prediction, prognosis
and diagnosis for tumor subtypes. Because genomic regulation
is systemic mechanism, we need combine other genomics, for

Clinical oncomiR Diagnoses Require Routine Specificity
and Sensitivity Test
In clinical genomic diagnosis, we have discovered a limitation
for genomic application if we have not set up a successful
diagnosis model. If we performed specificity and sensitivity from
the miRNA profile, effects of diagnosis and treatment will be
improved from oncomiR profiles.
Clinical oncomiR Diagnoses Require Confirmation Assay

OncomiR by Quantitative Network Support
Genomics-based diagnostic tests have been greatly developed
in direct therapeutic interventions. In order to improve clinical
practice from clinical oncomiR analysis, quantitative network
supporting clinical oncomiR analysis have been developed to
provide personalized medicine for patients. As I discussed above,
in order to improve effects for miRNA diagnosis, we are going
to develop quantitative network from oncomiR data to define
specific and sensitive therapeutic targeting for the aim of patient’s
miRNA diagnosis and treatment.
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example, miRNA-mRNA combination related with tumors
should be extended into drug discovery for personalized therapies;
miRNA-SNP combination profiles related with responses of
chemotherapy should be developed into personalized medicine.
In the near future, physician should combine the data at different
level (DNA, RNA, protein level with connection with Ab, drugs
and other molecules) for the precision medicine.
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